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Impact of COVID-19 on Parents of children with Intellectual Disabilities (ID) across the UK

Summary

- Parents of children with Intellectual Disabilities (ID) were put under significant pressures as a result of public health measures taken to reduce the spread of the COVID-19 virus
- Parents of children with ID are more vulnerable to mental health difficulties compared with carers of typically developing children
- Emerging research evidence tells us how lockdown restrictions to education, respite and support services (all factors that are known to reduce caregiver stress) impact both the carer coping strategies and children’s challenging behaviours
- Carers of children with ID reported a sense of feeling unsupported and forgotten during the pandemic and lockdown, and highlighted a perceived absence of support from social, health and education services. There was a general feeling that they have been left on their own to meet complex educational, sensory-related, medical and social care needs
- Lack of service provision, respite and school infrastructure during restrictions caused increased children’s challenging behaviours and caregiver psychological distress
- New data is emerging rapidly on this, and we can share this timeously with the Committee to aide its work on the long-term impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on children with ID and their families

Top level recommendations to consider

- Parents of children with ID need targeted support as we transition out of restrictions to protect against negative mental health outcomes
- Both children with ID and their parents are vulnerable groups and need continued monitoring and support (specifically mental health support) during this transition
- Information, support and education tools must be provided to parents of children with ID, educating them on best ways to cope that can protect against poor mental health outcomes

Issue

The World Health Organisation (WHO) declared the virus to be a ‘Public Health Emergency of International Concern’ in January 2020. The first UK-wide lockdown was implemented on 23rd March 2020, which established Public Health Safety Measures (PHSM) to reduce the spread of the virus (1). Although the

---

1 Intellectual disability (ID) is defined as significant limitations in adaptive behaviours and mental functions expressed as social, conceptual, and practical adaptation skills. Children with ID are a heterogeneous group and are divided into four groups according to the level of disability. These are mild intellectual disability (50–55 to 70 IQ), moderate intellectual disability (30–35 to 50–55 IQ), severe intellectual disability (20–25 to 35–40 IQ), and profound intellectual disability (under 20–25 IQ).
implementation of government measures prevented widespread COVID-19 related deaths, the closure/suspension of schools, clinical services and respite put significant pressures on parents of children with ID.

We must identify and support those parents who were more at risk of negative mental health outcomes following COVID-19 restrictions. Lessons need to be learned so that if lockdown or restrictions ever happen again that these vulnerable groups are better protected.

**Background**

Parents of a child with ID are more vulnerable to mental health difficulties when compared to carers of typically developing children (2; 3). Intellectual disabilities are characterised by adaptive skill deficits (4), which can be associated with challenging behaviours (5), including verbal and/or physical aggression, self-injury, disturbed sleep, and destructive tendencies (6; 7).

Challenging behaviours indicate levels of severe mental stress and distress reactions in those with ID (8). These behaviours are exacerbated by disruption to day-to-day routines (adaptive functioning), or restrictions on enjoyed activities (9) and are conditional on the level of disability (10), depression (11) and anxiety (12). It is likely that the COVID-19 pandemic and related limitations to routine and lockdown arrangements (13) trigger or exacerbate these factors.

Previous research has suggested that disruption to routines and restrictions on social activity not only impact how parents perceive their situation but also the coping strategies they employ (14). Recent research on the impact of COVID-19 on parents of children with neurodevelopmental disorders has highlighted that parents need to spend more time on self-care that focuses on social support and social opportunities and not just traditional areas (i.e. exercise, stress management, smoking cessation, etc.) to improve mental health (15). To date, research has reported a variety of specific coping strategies that positively impact mental health outcomes in carers of children with neurodevelopmental disabilities. These coping strategies include positive re-interpretation of stressors (16) and active emotional coping strategies (17).

It is important to examine how lockdown restrictions to education, respite and support services (all factors that are known to reduce caregiver stress; for a review see 18) will impact both the carer coping strategies and children’s challenging behaviours. Indeed, there is evidence showing an increase in requests for prescription medicine across ID services to manage children’s challenging behaviour during the pandemic (19). Our research project is examining the impact of the COVID-19 restrictions on both behaviours that challenge in children and parents’ coping strategies.

**Emerging evidence**

We invited parents to complete an online survey that included topics on children’s challenging behaviours, parent coping strategies and caregiver psychological distress in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic and related public health restrictions.
• Nearly 70 parents of children who were typically developing, and around 40 parents of children with ID have taken part in the study so far.
• Results showed that levels of children’s challenging behaviours were related to psychological distress (showing that both children’s and parent stress levels were related).
• In addition to children’s challenging behaviours, parent coping strategies posed an additional risk for caregiver psychological distress.
• How children and their parents responded to the stressful external events impacted caregiver mental health.

**Theme 1: Unsupported and forgotten**

Parents reported a sense of feeling unsupported and forgotten during the pandemic and lockdown, and highlighted a perceived absence of support from social, health and education services. There was a general feeling that they have been left on their own to meet complex educational, sensory-related, medical and social care needs:

“I was frustrated with restrictions on food purchases e.g. for restrictive diet I needed more than 3 of some items to get him fed for one week – I almost cried.” (Parent 1).

“a lack of support from specialist services. No check-ins.” (Parent 2).

**Theme 2: Loss of freedom**

Individuals and parents have experienced a loss of freedom in terms of not being able to do favourite things, activities—the loss of seeing friends and family, and for some individuals no longer being able to leave the house. Many of the respondents reported the negative impact of a loss of structure, routine and activities:

“lack of routine, lack of going places, lack of activities he can do.” (Parent 3).

**Theme 3: Confusing messages and guidance**

Parents who had children with ID struggled to understand the media messages and communicate it to their children:

“I can say ‘no school, we need to stay safe’ but what exactly does that mean if you have no concept of a virus, of time, of school not being there, or if it will ever be there again.” (Parent 4).

**Policy considerations**

1. Parents of children with ID need targeted support as we transition out of restrictions to protect against negative mental health outcomes.
2. Lack of service provision, respite and school infrastructure during restrictions caused increased children’s challenging behaviours and caregiver psychological distress.
3. Regardless of levels of challenging behaviours (i.e. behaviours that indicate stress in children); the parent’s coping strategies impacted the psychological distress outcomes.

4. Service providers must listen and involve children with ID and their parents in decision-making to better understand how best to support these families.

**Recommendations**

1. Both children with ID and their parents are vulnerable groups. They will need continued monitoring and support (specifically mental health support) by increasing service check-ins, and improving access to services as the UK transitions out of Lockdown.

2. It is crucial that information, support and education tools are provided to parents of children with ID, educating them on positive coping strategies that can protect against poor mental health outcomes. This could be achieved by improving access to online support, forums and toolboxes.

3. If lockdown or restrictions happen again, both groups need targeted support and guidance i.e. help to understand and convey public messaging, online and telephone clinical consultations, e-interventions are options to improve communications and support for these vulnerable families.
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